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Abstract

  Various applications of tabletop surface system have been 

developed recently. By merging dis play and  manipulating 

space, we can take natural gestures as input in these 

applications. However, their interaction methods do not 

much differ much from traditional methods despite the 

change of user interface. Users still encounter a cognitive 

between gestures and functions. 

  In this paper, we design a system framework for users 

to interact naturally as if manipulating real entities on a 

table. In this framework, users can reduce their burden of 

awareness regarding interaction rules, and the system can 

understand users’ gestures with a knowledge model that 

presents three elements: gestures, features and patterns.

1. Introduction

Recently, various digital tabletop applications have been 

developed for more natural and collaborative works. An 

important merits of these applications is that users can 

see and touch digital contents directly because the digital 

table can be both the display and manipulating space. Such  

an interface can make human-computer interaction more 

ideal form which makes intuitive manipulation possible.

  Previous studies on gesture interaction have focused on 

how to design gestures so they are simpler and easier to use. 

However, their interaction methods are not much different 

from desktop applications. These applications have the 

same interaction structure in that users should know the 

mapping relations between gestures and functions. For easy 

and natural human-computer interaction, users should be 

able to do user-centered gestures which are used in the real 

world, and the system should be able to respond to these 

gestures understanding users’ intention. 

  Our objective of this research is to develop a framework that 

can enable users to interact naturally without an additional 

burden to aware interaction rules. Also, to understand 

various gestures, we designed a knowledge model that 

presents features and patterns of gesture. As a result, the 

system is able to infer how to respond to users’ gestures. To 

illustrate the validation of this framework and knowledge 

model, we implement the system prototype which includes 

Figure 1: Manipulating photos on the digital table

2. Related Works

  Early research on gesture interactions has mainly 

concentrated on how to recognize users’ gestures. However, 

with development of direct-touch surface technology, it 

has been a critical i ssue how to map naturally between 

gestural input and system functions. Wu and Balakrishnan 

categorized by the shape of hand contact with surface on the 

digital photos for the elderly and evaluated them using task 

browsing, sorting and sharing digital photo collections. For 

and gesture together. They showed these multimodal 

commands can simplify users’ tasks into interacting with 

digital tabletops.

  Also, studies on methodology concerning gesture design 

reuse. Combining these principles, they illustrated that 
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compound  gestures created from a sequence of simple 

gestures which could be unique or reused. K. Everitt et al. 

to respond differently to the same gestures depending on 

3. Framework

  We present a framework which enables users to interact 

naturally with hand gestures on a digital table. In general 

tabletop applications, one gesture is mapped to one function 

or command. Therefore, users should know these relations, 

can make input gesture without cognitive load in our 

system. Instead of burdening users, the system possesses 

knowledge about gesture interaction, and infers proactively 

users’ gestures and intentions. When users make a gesture 

on the digital surface, our system begins to analyze the 

gestures and designs the response according to users’ 

intention. In order to understand users’ gestures, the system 

it designs how to respond to gestural input by the objectives 

and properties described in the gesture patterns.

3.1. Feature extraction

variously, the gestural interaction system should catch the 

features of related interactions. These features are used for 

the following features: selection by outside of contents, 

3.2. Pattern matching

patterns with matching rules between gestural features and 

‘Moving all contents with a sweeping motion’ can be 

found from the previously illustrated features: selection by 

outside of contents, movement by drag, and same direction 

of touched points.

3.3. Response design

  The goal and properties of interaction are described in 

interaction patterns. Thus, our system can design responses 

based on these descriptions. Although gestural inputs are 

similar, interaction results can be different unless patterns 

interactions. Only initially selected contents are moved 

are moved. These results are made possible by goal and 

property differences described in the patterns.

4. Knowledge Model

  In this chapter, we present a knowledge model for gesture 

interactions. For understanding users’ gestures, the system 

should have interaction knowledge about gestures and their 

meanings. In order to build a more detailed model, we have 

the digital table. When handling digital photos, people make 

various gestures as input to perform interaction functions 

such as moving, rotating and resizing.
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  First, we have collected and analyzed users’ gestures 

to design gesture features and patterns. We observed 

user actions when people manipulated photos on a table. 

Eighteen people participated in our user study, and they 

performed the predesigned fourteen tasks with hand 

gestures. For collecting more intuitive and natural gestures, 

task which they were going to do, and then acted without 

any constraints. While they performed tasks, we observed 

their gestural actions: selecting, moving, rotating, resizing, 

deleting, restoring, and aligning photos. After observing 

forms. These results were used to design features and 

patterns.

4.1. Features

interactions. In the system, they are used to distinguish users’ 

moving, rotating, and resizing contents, we have designed 

seven features with three criteria: selection, movement, and 

direction. The method of target selection has two types: 

touching on contents directly and setting the range by outer 

into two: drag movements which assign both the initial and 

the last position, and slide movements which deliver force to 

of directions and distances between touched points are also 

4.2. Patterns

gestural input in a standard form. These patterns describes 

properties which can be guidelines as to how to respond 

to users’ gestures. The patterns are determined by a 

pattern matching process, and these are used for designing 

responses. For interaction to move, rotate, and resize 

contents, we have designed eighteen interaction patterns. 

contents with a sweeping motion’. The goal of this pattern 

is to move all content touched by a palm. Generally, people 

make this sweeping gesture when they would like to move 

contents of a wide range at one time. All contents in the 

area where a user’s a hand passed by are moved without 

making this gesture, contents are gathered nearby the hand 

although their initial positions are apart from each other. 

5. Implementation

  We now describe a system prototype to validate our 

proposed frame. Users can manipulate photos with this 

application.

5.1. System hardware

  We used the tabletop surface system which consisted of a 

PDP-based table display and IR sensing module. The table 

resolution for the visual display and a table frame to support 

the PDP. Unlike the projection-based display, the PDP-

based display does not require dark lighting condition and 

calibration. In order to track the absolute position of a hand, 

on the display at the same time quickly and accurately.

5.2. Prototype application

  We developed a digital tabletop system for intelligent 

application has been designed for manipulating photos 

by gestural input. The application supports that users can 

take various gestures as input to perform several functions: 

selecting, moving, rotating, and resizing. When users make 

gestures, the application analyzes and responds to users’ 
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intentions with the knowledge model.

surface. In the upper picture, the user touches photos and 

drags them. From this gesture, only the initially selected 

contents are moved. In the lower picture, by contrast, we 

can see all photos are moved following the hand.

6. Conclusion

  We have presented a framework that allows one to 

understand users’ various gestures with a knowledge 

model. In this tabletop environment, users can interact 

naturally with barehanded gestures like when manipulating 

contents on a real table. In addition, we have designed a      

gesture knowledge model which includes gesture features, 

and interaction patterns. It is needed for the system to 

recognize and to respond to users’ gestures. This approach 

to understanding users’ natural gestures can be particularly 

useful to people who are not skillful with digital devices. 

Actually, they are afraid of using applications because of 

their unfamiliar interfaces.

intelligent interaction, it is necessary to evaluate the task 
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